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Abstract
As a universal pathogen leading to neonatal defects and transplant failure, human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) has strict

species specificity and this has prevented the development of a suitable animal model for the pathogenesis study. The

mechanism of cross-species barrier remains elusive and there are so far no non-human cell culture models that support

HCMV replication. The Chinese tree shrew (Tupaia belangeri chinensis) is a small laboratory animal and evolutionary

closely related with primates. We investigated the susceptibility of primary tree shrew dermis fibroblasts (TSDF) to HCMV

infection. Infection with a GFP-expressing HCMV virus resulted in green fluorescence in infected cells with the expression

of IE1, UL44 and pp28. The titers of cell-free viruses reached 103 PFU/mL at 96 hpi, compared to titers of 104 PFU/mL

observed in primary human foreskin fibroblasts. Our results suggested that TSDF was semi-permissive for HCMV

infection. The TSDF model could be further used to investigate key factors influencing cross-species multiplication of

HCMV.
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Introduction

Human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) is an opportunistic

pathogen leading to life-threatening disease in immune-

compromised patients and to significant congenital disease

following primary infection of pregnant women. Various

types of human cells are fully permissive for HCMV

infection and support the expression of viral genes in

temporally controlled cascade and the production of large

amount of viral particles (Landolfo et al. 2003). Immediate

early (IE) genes (such as IE1) are expressed very early after

the viral genome entry into the nucleus, followed by the

expression of early (E) genes (such as UL44) which takes

part in viral genome replication. Late gene expression

(such as pp28) depends on expression of E genes and

controls envelopment and egress of progeny viruses

(Wathen et al. 1981; Wathen and Stinski 1982). On the

other hand, cell types in which viral protein synthesis and

viral particle release are different from the situation in

permissive cells were considered as semi-permissive or

non-permissive. In semi-permissive cells, the kinetics of

protein expression is usually delayed and little amount of
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progeny viruses are produced (Luo and Fortunato 2007).

The viral protein synthesis and viral output were not

measurable in non-permissive cells, and the abortive

infection has been reported in cells from commonly used

laboratory animals (Kim and Carp 1972; Fioretti et al.

1973; Lafemina and Hayward 1988; Garcia-Ramirez et al.

2001). This is the result of strict species specificity of

HCMV infection and the lack of a suitable experimental

animal model has hampered studies on HCMV pathogen-

esis. In order to overcome this limitation, it is important to

investigate the molecular mechanism of the species

specificity for HCMV infection.

In the past decades, both in vitro and in vivo infections

of HCMV across species barrier have been tried by several

groups. Rodents are the most popular experimental animals

that the humanized-mouse engrafted with human tissues is

so far the only animal model for direct in vivo study of

HCMV, but viral infection is limited in implanted human

cells (Crawford et al. 2015). There were two reports of low

level of HCMV replication in non-human cells, which were

primary chimpanzee skin fibroblasts (CF) and porcine

endothelial cells, respectively (Perot et al. 1992; Millard

et al. 2010). Unfortunately, chimpanzees are not widely

available for research mainly due to ethical concern and the

endangered state of this species (Bennett and Panicker

2016). The viral growth kinetics in porcine endothelial

cells was not well described. Despite the limitations of

these studies, they have suggested that the species speci-

ficity of HCMV is stricter in vivo than in a non-human cell

culture model and that an animal with close evolutionary

relationship to humans is more likely to support productive

infection of HCMV.

In recent years, the genome sequence of Chinese tree

shrew (Tupaia belangeri chinensis) was annotated and

found to be genetically close to primates, and its genes or

pathways playing a role in infectious diseases have higher

identity to human (Fan et al. 2013). It is a small animal and

provides advantages of a small body size and lower animal

maintenance costs. These advantages enable its broad

application in pathological research of many human viruses

including Herpes Simplex Virus 1 (Li et al. 2015, 2016;

Xiao et al. 2017; Yao 2017). This prompted us to inves-

tigate the susceptibility of primary cells of the Chinese tree

shrew to HCMV infection.

Here, we used a bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC)

clone of HCMV Towne strain expressing a gfp gene in the

viral genome to monitor productive replication in primary

tree shrew dermis fibroblasts (TSDF) (Marchini et al.

2001). The detection of expression of IE1, UL44, and pp28

genes and small amount of viral progeny suggested that

TSDF was semi-permissive for HCMV infection. The

TSDF model would benefit the study of the molecular

mechanisms of species specificity of HCMV.

Materials and Methods

Cells and Cell Culture

Primary TSDF and primary human foreskin fibroblasts

(HFF) were cultured in minimal essential medium (MEM)

medium (Hyclone, Waltham, USA) and supplemented with

10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), penicillin and streptomycin

(100 U/mL and 100 lg/mL, respectively, Gibco, Waltham,

USA). Low serum growth supplement (Gibco) was added

for TSDF. The 3–5 months old first filial-generation Chi-

nese tree shrews used for primary cells isolation were

purchased from the Institute of Medical Biology, Chinese

Academy of Medical Sciences. The sex of the animal did

not influence the cell isolation. Primary TSDF was isolated

by enzyme digestion method (Rittie and Fisher 2005).

Briefly, the Chinese tree shrew was sacrificed and the lower

part of the body was soaked in 75% ethanol for 10 min.

The skin samples of the inner thigh were taken and cut into

strips of 1-cm width and transferred into a 100 mm tissue

culture dish. Subcutaneous tissue was removed by using a

pair of forceps and rinsed with washing PBS containing

100 U/mL penicillin and 100 lg/mL streptomycin (Solar-

bio, Beijing, China). Excised samples were chopped into

pieces approximately 1 mm3 in size and digested by 0.1%

type I collagenase (Gibco) at 37 �C for 45 min. The cell

suspension was filtered through a sterile steel mesh (150-

lm mesh) and centrifuged at 200 9g for 5 min at room

temperature. The cell pellet was resuspended in culture

medium and centrifuged again. The cell pellet was resus-

pended in culture medium and dispensed into T25 flasks.

The medium was refreshed every 2–3 days and the cells

were digested (0.25% trypsin–EDTA) when at 90% con-

fluence and expanded in T75 flasks. Cells cultural condi-

tions were maintained at 37 �C in a humidified atmosphere

containing 5% CO2. The morphology of cells was observed

with Leica Microsystems (Leica, Buffalo Grove, USA).

Virus and Viral Infection

A BAC clone of HCMV Towne strain expressing a gfp

gene in the viral genome was propagated in HFF with low

MOI (0.02) (Marchini et al. 2001). The titers of virus stock,

supernatant from infecting cells, and non-entried virus

control were titrated by plaque assay on monolayer of HFF

as described previously (Luo et al. 2007). Cells were

infected with HCMV at an MOI of 1 or 0.5 without

removing the inoculum and harvest at indicated times for

detection of viral replication. The viruses remaining in the

supernatant of TSDF at 24 hpi was incubated in fresh

culture medium and maintained under the same cultural

condition and used as non-entried virus control. The GFP
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expression was observed under DMI3000B Manual Inver-

ted Microscope (Leica). Cells emitted green fluorescence

were considered GFP positive regardless of fluorescence

intensity and the percentage of GFP-positive cells at indi-

cated time was calculated by counting 1000 cells from

randomly selected 3 fields.

DNA Isolation and Quantitative PCR Assay

DNA was isolated from cells with TIANamp Genomic

DNA Kit (TIANGEN, Beijing, China). Representative

fragment of HCMV genome was amplified with 50 ng

DNA and primers specific to ul83 (Forword -

50GCGAGACCGTGGAACTGC 30, Reverse -50

TTGCCCTGGATGCGATACTG 30) by using ChamQ

SYBR q-PCR Master Mix Kit (Vazyme, Nanjing, China)

and followed by sequencing confirmation. The qPCR was

performed as follow: 1 cycle of 5 min at 95 �C; 40 cycles

of 10 s at 95 �C and 34 s at 60 �C; 1 cycle of 15 s at 95 �C,
60 s at 60 �C, and 15 s at 95 �C. The plasmid pcDNA3.0-

UL83 was used to generate a standard curve, with which

the copy number of HCMV genome in different cells was

subsequently calculated.

Western Blot

Cells were collected and washed with PBS (Gibco). After

centrifuge at 10,000 9g, samples were added with 100 lL
RIPA lysis buffer and incubated on ice for 1 h for total

protein preparation. For each sample, 20 lL total protein

quantified with BCA Protein Assay Kit (TaKaRa, Kusatsu,

Japan) was used for protein separation with SDS-PAGE

(Bio-Rad, Hercules, USA). After the protein was trans-

ferred to a polyvinylidene fluoride membrane (Milipore,

Darmstadt, Germany), the membrane was blocked in PBS

dissolved milk powder, followed by incubation with pri-

mary and secondary antibodies. Mouse monoclonal anti-

bodies against IE1 (Thermo Fisher), UL44 (Abcam,

Cambridge, USA), and pp28 (Abcam) were 1:1000 diluted,

and mouse monoclonal antibodies against b-actin were

1:5000 diluted (Abcam). Horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-

goat anti-mouse IgG (Abcam) was 1:5000 diluted. The

membranes were treated with enhanced chemilumines-

cence reagents (GE, Fairfield, USA) and analyzed by using

Imaging system (Bio-Rad).

Immunofluorescence Assay (IFA)

Cells were cultured in 10-mm dishes containing coverslips.

At indicated times, the coverslips were rinsed with PBS,

fixed with 4% formaldehyde, permeabilized with 1%

Triton-100, blocked with corresponding antibodies, and

counterstained with 1 lg/mL DAPI (Roche, Basel,

Switzerland). For detection of expression of vimentin,

TSDF-containing coverslips were first incubated with

rabbit monoclonal antibody against human vimentin

(1:1000 diluted, Abcam) and mouse monoclonal antibody

against b-actin (1:1000 diluted, Abcam) for 2 h, then with

FITC-conjugated goat polyclonal antibodies against rabbit

IgG (1:500 diluted, Abcam) and rhodamine-conjugated

goat polyclonal antibodies against mouse IgG (1:200,

Thermo Fisher). The cells were visualized under

DMI3000B Manual Inverted Microscope and image

quantification was carried out using NIS-Elements F

4.00.00 software (Leica).

Statistical Statement

Statistical analyses were performed with GraphPad Prism 5

(GraphPad Software, San Diego, USA), using Student’s

t test or Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test. All data

shown were as the representative results or the average

from at least three independent experiments. The average

results were shown as the mean ± standard deviation (SD).

Significance was considered when P\ 0.05.

Results

Isolation and Characterization of Primary Tree
Shrew Dermis Fibroblasts

Given the reported permissiveness of primary skin fibrob-

lasts from chimpanzees for HCMV infection and because

of the close relationship to primates, primary TSDF were

isolated from the groin of the Chinese tree shrews. After

mechanical and enzymatic dissociation, the cells attached

and spread on the plate, and gradually became confluent.

Most cells had a uniform spindle shape and manifested a

parallel arrangement when they were grown at higher

density, the morphology of which was similar to that

observed with fibroblasts (Fig. 1A). The expression of

vimentin, the marker for fibroblasts (Franke et al. 1978),

was observed in most TSDF (green fluorescence) and co-

localized with b-actin (red fluorescence) in cytoplasm

(Fig. 1B), which was consistent with characteristics of

fibroblasts. Therefore, we confirmed the characteristics of

primary TSDF in culture.

GFP Expression and CPE in TSDF Infected
with HCMV

To initially screen for the susceptibility to HCMV infec-

tion, primary TSDF was infected at an MOI of 1 with GFP-

expressing HCMV which is a convenient model for mon-

itoring lytic replication (Marchini et al. 2001; Cheng et al.
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Fig. 1 Isolation and characterization of TSDF. A The morphology of

TSDFs cultured for 3, 5 and 7 days, respectively. B Vimentin

expressions in TSDF. The green fluorescence showed vimentin, b-

actin marked cytoplasm (red fluorescence), and DAPI marked nuclear

(blue fluorescence). Bar = 100 lm.

Fig. 2 HCMV infection induced GFP expression and CPE in TSDF.

A The expression of GFP and CPE were observed in HCMV-infected

HFF and TSDF at indicated times. Mock-infected cells at 96 hpi were

shown as negative controls. Bar = 100 lm. B The percentage of GFP-

positive cells was calculated respectively for HFF and TSDF. *

indicated P\ 0.05, ** indicated P\ 0.01, *** indicated P\ 0.001.
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2017). Both GFP expression and cytopathic effect (CPE)

were observed at 24, 36, 48, 72, 96 h post infection (hpi)

(Fig. 2). HFF was used as a positive control. In HFF, weak

expression of green fluorescence was detected at 24 hpi and

more than half cells were GFP positive from 36 hpi. The

GFP-positive HFF was close to 100% at 96 hpi. In TSDF,

GFP expression was delayed and weak green fluorescence

appeared at 36 hpi. The maximum rate of GFP-positive

TSDF was 70% at 72 hpi, and then the rate decreased to

50% at 96 hpi. The overall GFP intensity was much

stronger in HFF than that in TSDF. The typical HCMV-

induced CPE, including cell rounding and enlargement,

were presented in HCMV-infected HFF, and infected

TSDF showed cell rounding, enlargement as well as cell

detachment at late infection period. However, in mock-

infected cells, no visible CPE was observed. The expres-

sion of GFP indicated that HCMV entry and initiation of

viral replication occurred in TSDF.

TSDF Supported 3 Kinetic Classes of Genes
Expression and Genome Replication of HCMV

Previous studies showed that HCMV cross-infection failure

was due to a blockage at post-entry stage that the expres-

sion of three kinetic classes of genes and DNA replication

could not be achieved (DeMarchi 1983; Lafemina and

Hayward 1988; Garcia-Ramirez et al. 2001). In order to

determine whether TSDF supported viral gene expression,

TSDF and HFF were infected at an MOI of 0.5. The

expressions of IE1, UL44, pp28, the representative proteins

of IE, E and L phase, were detected by Western blot with

b-actin as a reference control. HCMV genome copy num-

ber was analyzed by quantitative PCR (qPCR). As shown

in Fig. 3A, these three viral genes expressed in HFF and

the expression level increased over time. In TSDF, the

expression of IE1 and UL44 was increased from 24 hpi

onward and low level expression of pp28 was detected

from 72 to 120 hpi. It should be noted that the late gene

expression was barely detected in cross-species infection of

cytomegaloviruses, even the expression of late protein gB

of murine cytomegalovirus which has broader host range

than HCMV was not detectable in human retinal pigment

epithelial cells (Jurak and Brune 2006). The ability of

TSDF supporting expression of the three viral genes,

especially pp28, suggested that the susceptibility of this

cell to HCMV infection is different from non-permissive

cells. The genome replication level was quantified with

ul83 primers, and the PCR fragments were confirmed by

sequencing (Fig. 3B). In HFF, the viral DNA copy number

increased from 102 to 107 per 50 ng total DNA from 0 to

168 hpi. In TSDF, the viral DNA copy number was 102 per

50 ng total DNA and reached 103 per 50 ng total DNA at

168 hpi. At 72 and 96 hpi, the viral genome copy number in

TSDF was greater than at 48 hpi and the similar variation

tendency was found in the expression intensity of the three

viral proteins. Together, these results indicated a possibility

of low level HCMV replication in TSDF.

Fig. 3 TSDF supported the

expression of 3 kinetic classes

of genes and genome replication

of HCMV. A The expression of

IE1, UL44, pp28, and b-actin
was detected by western blot.

B The genome replication of

HCMV was analyzed by qPCR

with ul83 primers and the

detection limit of the standard

curve was 150 copies per 50 ng

DNA.
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TSDF Supported Production of Infectious
Progeny Virus Which Can Infect HFF

Besides viral protein synthesis, the production of cell-free

viruses is of great importance to determine the permis-

siveness to HCMV infection. We next sought to investigate

whether infectious progeny viruses could be produced in

TSDF. The growth curve of HCMV in HFF and TSDF was

determined by plaque forming assay of culture super-

natants on fresh HFF monolayers (Fig. 4). Furthermore, in

order to confirm whether progeny cell-free viruses were

actually produced in TSDF, a non-entried virus control was

conducted (Fig. 4A). The same amount of viruses

remaining in the supernatant at 24 hpi was incubated to

fresh medium and kept at the same culture condition. Since

the virus could not replicate in cell culture medium, the

newly produced viral particles would be identified by

comparing the titer difference between in TSDF and in

non-entried virus control. The GFP expression and plaques

were detected in HFF inoculated with supernatant from

infected TSDF (Fig. 4B), but it could not exclude the

influence of residual input viruses. In non-entried virus

control, the titer was detectable and kept decreasing from

24 hpi. However, it is interesting to find that both in HFF

and TSDF the cell-free viruses decreased to similar amount

from 24 to 48 hpi, but it began to increase from 72 hpi. The

amount of cell-free viruses reached the highest level in

TSDF at 96 hpi, which was 103 PFU/mL, and in HFF it

reached 105 PFU/mL at 168 hpi. The titer in TSDF grad-

ually decreased after 96 hpi, but it was significantly higher

than in non-entried virus control at 72, 96, 120, 144, and

168 hpi (P\ 0.05). At 168 hpi, there were almost no

infectious viruses in the control while there were

5.59 ± 0.58 9 10 PFU/mL of cell-free viruses in TSDF.

The decrease of amount of cell-free viruses in TSDF was

consistent with cell detachment and decrease of pp28

expression level, which suggested the viral replication was

somehow affected in late infection period. Based on the

requirement of 48–72 h to complete one replication cycle

of HCMV, the growth curve showed the achievement of at

least one cycle of viral replication in TSDF. Taken toge-

ther, our results confirmed productive replication of

HCMV in TSDF and suggested the semi-permissiveness of

this cell for HCMV infection.

Discussion

The lack of an experimental animal model hampers studies

on pathogenesis of HCMV infection, which is an important

pathogen leading to neonatal defects and opportunistic

infections in immune-compromised patents. A non-human

cell model supporting replication of HCMV may be useful

to study its strict species specificity. Previous reports

implied that an animal with close evolutionary relationship

to human such as the chimpanzee has a potential suscep-

tibility to HCMV infection (Perot et al. 1992). The Chinese

tree shrew is genetically close to primates and has proved

useful for pathological research of several human viruses

(Yao 2017). Hence, we investigated the permissiveness of

primary TSDF for HCMV infection. By detection of CPE,

GFP expression, viral gene expression, viral genome

replication, and cell-free viruses release, we showed that

TSDF supported low level of HCMV replication. Based on

synthesis of viral protein IE1, UL44 and pp28 and small

amount of viral particle release, TSDF was suggested to be

semi-permissive for HCMV infection.
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HFF TSDF
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96 hpi
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Fig. 4 TSDF supports production of infectious progeny virus which

can infect HFF. A Growth kinetic of HCMV on HFF and TSDF was

determined. A non-entried virus control was carried out to differen-

tiate newly produced virus from residual input virus. The letters a, b,

c, d, and e indicated the titer differences between TSDF and non-

entried virus control at 72, 96, 120, 144, and 168 hpi, respectively, the

P value of which were all less than 0.05. B The formation of plaques

and expression of GFP were observed in HFF infected with

supernatant from TSDF. Bar = 100 lm.
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Previous study of cross-species infection of CMVs gave

us a hint that it is important to choose proper cell types and

strains to establish a non-human cell model for this viral

infection. In human, primary fibroblasts with skin or lung

origin are mostly used to study in vitro HCMV infection

because they are one of the main target cell types, ease

culture, permissive for all strains, and support the pro-

duction of high titer of cell-free virus (Fortunato 2014).

Towne strain, one of the mostly used laboratory strain, has

been reported to be permissive for HCMV infection of CF

(Perot et al. 1992). Therefore, TSDF was selected to be

infected with a Towne strain variant expressing a gfp gene

in the viral genome (Marchini et al. 2001). The key factor

to answer whether TSDF supported HCMV infection is the

detection of the production of infectious progeny viruses.

We found that the expression of pp28 which is dependent

of viral DNA synthesis and essential for the production of

infectious virus was detectable from 72 to 120 hpi. The

amount of cell-free viruses kept increasing from 72 to 96

hpi and was significantly higher than in non-entried virus

control from 72 to 168 hpi. Furthermore, we infected

mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF) with HCMV Towne

but could not detect UL44 expression by western blot (data

not shown), which is consistent with reported non-per-

missiveness of MEF for this viral infection (Lafemina and

Hayward 1988). We therefore demonstrated successful

cross-species infection in TSDF. Meanwhile, compared

with TSDF, we indeed observed different susceptibility of

primary fibroblasts from lung (TSLF) and epithelial cells

from kidney (TSKE) from the Chinese tree shrew to

HCMV. The IE1 expression detected by IFA was less

efficient in TSLF than in TSDF and no expression could be

detected in TSKE (Supplementary Fig. S1). So far, TSDF

is easy to be cultured and supports complete replication

cycle of HCMV that this cell model would be useful for

study cross-species infection of this virus.

The species specificity of HCMV is the result of co-

evolution with human host that the interplay between the

virus and the Chinese tree shrew would affect its cross-

species infection. Although the mechanism of cross-species

barrier of HCMV, the typical member of beta-her-

pesviruses, is still unknown, studies on other cytomegalo-

viruses (CMVs) have implied that multiple factors play a

part in this process (Jurak and Brune 2006; Tang and Maul

2006; Schumacher et al. 2010; Marsh et al. 2015; Oster-

mann et al. 2015; Burwitz et al. 2016). UL128 and UL130

which are the subunit of pentameric complex in the viral

envelope helped rhesus macaques CMV (RhCMV) infect

cynomolgus macaques both in vitro and in vivo (Burwitz

et al. 2016). Since complete pentameric complex is nec-

essary for infection of epithelial and endothelial cells, it

suggested that cross-species infection would benefit from

broadening the cell types a virus entering. There are

various HCMV strains which could be classified as labo-

ratory strains, such as Towne, and clinical strains. The

Towne strains was highly adapted to fibroblasts and could

produce high titer of cell-free viruses, while clinical strains

have extended tropism and are able to infect epithelial and

endothelial cells besides fibroblasts (Frascaroli and Sinzger

2014). Whether clinical strains of HCMV could produc-

tively infect TSDF and other cell types from the Chinese

tree shrew should be investigated in future studies. Host

factors are also involved in anti-viral response, including

apoptosis and ND10 complex, and are reported to influence

cross-species infection of CMVs (Jurak and Brune 2006;

Tang and Maul 2006; Burwitz et al. 2016). In this study,

we observed cell detachment in HCMV-infected TSDF at

late infection period. It is unclear what factors caused cell

death and whether it has effects on virus multiplication.

Fortunately, the annotated genome sequence of the Chinese

tree shrew is available (Fan et al. 2013), and this is helpful

for further using TSDF model to exam factors that improve

production of virus particle and relieve cell death and

providing perspectives on mechanism of species specificity

of HCMV.

In conclusion, the data of the present study indicated

that TSDF was semi-permissive for HCMV infection. This

TSDF model could be further used to investigate key fac-

tors influencing cross-species multiplication of HCMV and

give us insights into the molecular mechanism of this

process. Meanwhile, the characteristics of this viral infec-

tion of other types of cells from the Chinese tree shrew

should be further studied to explore the utility of this ani-

mal for HCMV infection in vivo.
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